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We study outer conjugacy for aperiodic automorphisms of UHF C*-algebras. We 
show the existence of an action on the universal UHF algebra which is absorbing, 
via tensor product, For product actions we provide an explicit criterion for the 
action to be absorbing. This criterion involves the eventual uniform distribution, 
mod 1, of the eigenvalues of the approximating unitaries. I(” 1986 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS 
On the universal UHF C*-algebra ‘+X = 0 ;” M,, consider the product 
automorphisms given as 0 Ad u,, according to some decomposition !!I = 
0 M&,. Among these consider the cyclic product actions, for which u,, is 
either the identity or 6(,4(n)), the unitary giving the left regular represen- 
tation of Zkcnj, and let a0 = @T Ad g(n). 
If u is a unitary in a matrix algebra M,, the normalized trace of its spec- 
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tral measure is a probability measure v, on T. For product automorphisms 
we give the following explicit spectral criterion. 
THEOREM A. The automorphism M = 0;” Ad u, on 2l= 01” Mkcn, is 
outer conjugate to a0 if and only if C, (1 - ( Svun(j) I ) = + cc for any jE Z, 
j#O. 
The Fourier analysis is brought into play by means of the following 
criterion, the proof of which combines spectral and combinatorial techni- 
ques. 
PROPOSITION B. For unitaries u, v E M, and E > 0, there exists 
19 EAut(M,) with 11 u - 0(u) 11 < F if and only if v,(I) 6 v,(Z,)for any subinter- 
val I E 71, where Z, is the Euclidean &-neighborhood of Z in T. 
The results in [3] show that any cyclic product automorphism of 2I 
which is aperiodic is outer conjugate to a,, and that a0 absorbs any cyclic 
product automorphism. Using the first theorem together with a recent 
result of Voiculescu [S], we prove absorbtion with respect to arbitrary 
automorphisms. 
THEOREM C. For any automorphism a of ‘8, a Q a0 is outer conjugate to 
ao. 
This shows the equivalence, for automorphisms of ‘$I of the Rohlin 
property [3], the vanishing of 1-cohomology on central sequences, and the 
universal absorbtion property. 
We prove in fact analogues of these results for general UHF algebras. 
In [3] we have shown that the cyclic product actions behaved the same 
way as automorphisms of von Neumann algebras in Connes’ outer con- 
jugacy theory [ 11. For general product actions this is no longer the case 
and we give an example of an outer product action which is not absorbing. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We write a UHF C*-algebra A = @M,+), where M+) = M(k(n), C). 
The universal UHF algebra 2I is the UHF C*-algebra where each fixed 
prime occurs as a k(n) infinitely often. For any C*-algebra A, A” is the 
C*-algebra A m = I,(& A)/c,(Z, A). The central sequence algebra A, = 
{(X,)/(X,) E A” and limI[ [x,, x] )I = 0 for all x E A}. Any a E Aut(A) delines 
an automorphism of A m and A oo. 
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DEFINITION [3]. Let A be an AF C*-algebra and c1 E Aut(A). We say 
that M has the Rohlin property if there exists an increasing sequence of 
integers n, <n, < ..., such that for each k there is a central sequence of 
orthogonal projections {ej”}y= 1, of sum 1, with )( a(eij)) - e!<, I/ -+ 0 as 
j-+ co. We take enk+l =el. On @” let d(n) be the unitary in M, giving the 
cyclic permutation of the standard basis. Then the simplest example of an 
automorphism with the Rohlin property is ~1~ = (@,a(~)) on the universal 
UHF algebra ‘?I (see [3]). It was shown in [3] that the Rohlin property 
implied stability, More precisely, we recall 
THEOREM 1 [3]. Let A be an AF C*-algebra and c( E Aut(A) satisfying 
the Rohlin property. Given V E A,, unitary, there is WE A, such that 
v= Wa( w*). 
DEFINITION. For a C*-algebra A and E E Aut A, we say that c( is cen- 
trally stable if whenever VE A, unitary is given, we can find WE A ~ 
unitary such that V = Wcc( W*). 
3. PROOFS OF THE MAIN RESULTS 
We begin with some technical results. Let % = {z E @ 1 1 z 1 = 1 }. An open 
subinterval I of T is a nonempty subset {exp(it) 1 a < t < b} E T. If E > 0 we 
let I, denote its s-neighborhood subinterval {z E U 132, E I with 
Iz-r,l <E). 
Given a unitary ME M, = M(n, C), let u = 1 exp(it,)e, be its spectral 
decomposition and consider the measure v, on U given by v, = C r(ek)brk, 
where z is, the normalized trace on M(n, a=) and 6,, is the Dirac measure at 
exp( itk). 
If ME M, and vcMk then it is easy to see that v,~!, = v, * v,,, where * 
denotes convolution. Then taking the Fourier transform we infer 
(Fv Ua,)(l)=(S~U)(/). (9-v,)(l), IEZ. We now prove the Proposition B, 
which we recall for convenience. 
PROPOSITION. Let u, v be unitaries in M, and E > 0. There exists 
8 E Aut(M,) with 11 u - /3(v) I 6 E ifund only iffor any open subinterval I& T 
we have 
v,(Z) G V”(Z,J (*I 
Proof: Suppose that 11 u-&v) 11 <a. Setting w = 0(v) it is clear that 
v, = v, since 0 preserves the trace. Let x, be the characteristic function of 
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the interval Z and x2 the characteristic function of T\Z,. To show that (*) 
holds we claim it is sufficient to have 
x*(u) A x*(w) = 0, 
where xi(u), x2(w) are the corresponding projections obtained by 
functional calculus. This is the case since then 
v,(Z) + (1 - v,(4)) = tr(xltu)) + tr(xAw)) 
= tr(xh4 v x2(w)) + tr(xl(u) A x2(w)) 
Ql 
and so v,(Z) < v,(Z,). Here we have used the parallellogram law for projec- 
tions [4]. Let I(Z) denote the length of Z and consider three cases. 
Case I. Z(Z)< Z(T\Z,). It is a simple geometric observation that there 
exists p>O and YE@ such that [z-r1 <p for zEZand Iz-yl >P+E for 
z E T\Z,. Now let ui = uxi(u), w, = wx2(w) be normal operators which have 
spectrum contained in Z and T\Z,, respectively. 
Clearly 1) u1 --y 11 <p and 11 (wl - 7))’ 11 <(p + 8))‘. Suppose now that 
there exists a unit vector 5 EC” with x1(u)< = x2(w)< = 4. We would then 
have II(wl --y)-‘(u, -~)Ql<(~+e)-l and so 
II5-(WI -Y)Yh -Y)II >1-(p+Wp. 
From this 
II~5-WI = II(u1 -Y)5-(W, -v)5ll 
2 II (WI --Y)-‘llrl II<-(WI -Y)-‘(u, -Y)5ll 
>(P+E)(l-((p+E)-‘p)=E. 
This contradicts 11 u - w II < E, hence x,(u) A x2(w) = 0. 
Case II. Z(Z) > Z(V\Z,). If Z, = % there is nothing to prove. Otherwise 
interchange the roles of u and u in Case I and find p > 0 and y E @ with 
Iz-yl <p for ZEU\Z, and lz-yl >P+E for ZEZ. 
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Case III. Z(Z) = Z(U\Z,). Here we find I E @, (Et\ = 1 such that 
Re(1z) > e/2 for z E Z and Re(Az) < - 42 for z E U\Z,. 
In this case Au, + 1~: < - E. Again choosing <, // 5 11 = 1, in 1 ,(u) A xz( ua), 
we have ((k+~~*--k-~w*)~I{)>2e(~)[)=2~. This contradicts the 
fact that 
So again x,(u) A x*(w) =0 ending the proof of one direction of the 
proposition. 
For the converse, suppose that the unitaries U, v E M, satisfy the con- 
dition (*). Choose an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors { 5, ,..., 5,) in C” 
for u with corresponding eigenvalues {Ai,..., E,,,}. Let iv,,..,, q,} and 
{p, ,..., p,) denote a corresponding set for u. Let S = { l,..., n} and for each 
keS set Sk={j~SI II,-~jj~r}. Let ASS be a nonempty subset and 
define S(A)= lJkcaSk t S. We want to show that card(,4) d card S(A). 
Suppose that S(A) # S; otherwise there is nothing to prove. For 6 > 0 
define 
Z(A,6)= {zcTl!lk~A with lz-&I <e+b}. 
We have that S(A) = { j E S ) pj E Z(A, 6) for some 6 > 0, small enough }. 
Write Z(A, 6) as a union of disjoint intervals, Z(A, 6) = tJ,Z(m) and for 
each interval Z(m) define J(m)= {z~Z(m)( Iz--,I>&, Vz, ~U\l(m)}. 
Then (1, I k E A} c tJ,J(m) and Z(m) = J(m),, the e-neighborhood of J(m). 
By our assumptions on u and v we have 
; vu(J(m)) 4 c v,(Z(m)) = V”(Z(A, 6)). 
m 
But 
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n c v,(Z(m)) = nv,(Z(A, J)) = card S(A ). 
m 
We have shown for any A c S, card A c card S(A) and so we can apply the 
marriage lemma [2, p. 451 to obtain a bijection 6: S -+ S with a(k) E S(k), 
k E S if ) & - ,u+) ) < E. We now choose an automorphism 8 of M, such 
that 0(u) has {l,,... r,} as eigenvectors with eigenvalues { ,q,t, ),..., pL,(,,) >. 
We then have 11 u - 0(v) I( < E and the proof of the Proposition is finished. 
LEMMA 2. For any E > 0 there exist No > 0, 6 > 0, m > 0 such that if 
N2N,, and UEM, is a unitary with I (Fv,)(k) 1 < 6 for kE H\(O), 
- m < k < m, then there exists 0 E Aut(M,) with 1) u- 0(4(N)) I( < E. 
Proof: Choose a finite family f of subintervals of U such that for each 
subinterval Z of U there exists JE f with ZE Jc JE,4 E ZE,*. (For example, 
let % consist of all subintervals with endpoints the pth roots of unity, 
where PE > 4.) For each JEW choose a smooth function dJ: U --) [0, 11, 
with #JI Jz 1 and dJI (T\J,,,) ~0. Choose m, 6 so that ( (Fv,)(k)) < 6, 
-m < k <m, k# 0 implies Is #J dv, --s $J dL( < ~1471, for each JE 4, 
where 1 is the normalized Lebesgue measure on T. For any subinterval 
ZG U, this yields 
where J has been appropriately chosen. If v = b(N) its spectral measure is 
v, = (l/N) C;” a,,, where t, = exp(2kni/N). For N B N, large enough this 
gives v,(Z) 2 n(Z) - (.s/4rc). 
Let Z be an arbitrary subinterval of U. We complete the proof by show- 
ing that v,(Z) < v,(Z,), thus showing that Lemma 1 applies. If Z, = T we are 
done. Otherwise A( n(Z,,,)+ (.s/27c) and we conclude from the 
calculations above that 
LEMMA 3. Given E > 0 and r E Z\{ 0} there exist 6 > 0, N, > 0 such that 
if u and v are unitaries in some matrix algebra A4, with 11 u-v )I < 6 and 
/(9v,)(k)l ~6, kEZ\{O}, -N, <k<N,, then I(Fv,)(r)( <E. 
Proof There exists E, > 0 such that if I v,(Z) - n(Z)1 <E, for any sub- 
interval Z of U then the conclusion ( (Y-Y,)(r) 1 <E holds. This may be seen 
by approximation of the function T -+ @: z --) z’ by step functions. 
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By Lemma 1 there exists c2 >O such that if (/u-u I( <e2 and 
( v,(l) -I(Z)) <E* for any subinterval ZC U, then ( v,(I) - n(Z) ( < cl. We 
have shown in the proof of Lemma 2 that given ,s2 > 0, there exist e3 > 0 
and N, E h such that for any unitary u E M,, 1 (T-v,)(k) ( < s3 for k E Z\{Oj, 
- NI < k < N, implies 1 v,(l) - i(Z) ( < Ed. We complete the proof by choos- 
ing 6 = min{s,, e3}. 
We now prove Theorem A for general UHF algebras. 
THEOREM 4. Let n(l), n(2) ,..., be an unbounded sequence of positive 
integers. On the UHF algebra A = 0;” M,+, consider the cyclic product 
automorphism GIN = 0;” Ad ti(n(k)) ( according to the decomposition above) 
and a product automorphism ,!3 = 0;” Ad uk (according to any product 
decomposition of A). The automorphism /I is outer conjugate to IX if and only 
if 
X(1-(9-v udm) I) = + a (*) 
for any m E Z\(O). 
Proof Suppose that the condition (*) is fulfilled for the automorphism 
P=@FAdu, of A=@;” Mnck,. For any FEZ, if w=up@up+, @ ... 
OUp+m then (yv,)(U = (~v,,)(N~v,+,)(I)~~ (~v+,+J(O. BY applying 
(*) we see that for any 1~ Z\(O), lim,, ,(Fv~,)(/) = 0. This shows 
that if m is large enough the hypothesis of Lemma 2 will be fulfilled 
for any given E > 0. We can thus define a sequence k( 1) = 1 < k(2) < . . . . and 
let M)I =u,,~)@u~(~)+, @ ... @u,(~+~).., so that /I= @r Ad wj and 
IIw, -tij(ti(Nj))I/ <c/2! Here Nj =n(k(j))n(k(j)+ l)...n(k(j+ l)- 1) is 
chosen to be increasing in j. Define 0 = 0;” 8, and v = @I;“(@$( N,)) w: ). 
We have VEA and l(u--Z~(<E. Moreover AduOP=cr,, where c(, = 
0;” tl(N,). However, since (Nj) is unbounded, by our previous result [3, 
Theorem 51 tr, is outer conjugate to clO. 
For the converse, suppose, with suitable identifications, that b = 
01” Ad uk on A = 0;” Ek and rxO = 0;” Ad d(n(k)) on A = 0;” Fk, where 
Ek and Fk are matrix subalgebras of A and the sequence dim Fk is increas- 
ing with k. Suppose that b is outer conjugate to a,. Then 
fl= 0. Ad w. czO .0-’ for some unitary w E A and some 8 E Aut(A). In order 
to prove that (*) holds we show that for any N, and r E Z\ {0}, there exists 
N such that with u= @z+N uk, we have IFv,(r)l < 4. 
Let 6 > 0 and choose a unitary w, E A with 1) w1 - I(1 < 6 such that 
w, w E 0’; Fk for some m. There exists p > m with dim F, > l/S, N > 0, and 
a unitary w2 E A with I( w2 -I(( ~6 such that F=Ad w2(fl(Fp))~ E= 
0 2’ N E,. This can be done since dim(F,) is increasing and the factors 
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%(F;), j = 1, 2 ,...) asymptotically commute with any finite subfactor. We 
have 
Ad w2 .%*Ad w:lF=Ad w2 .%.Ad w:*Ad(w,w).Ad o(n(p))-0-l. 
. Ad w: I (Ad w2 . %)(F,) 
=Ad w,*tI.Ad w~.Ad~(n(p)).%‘. 
+ Ad w; I (Ad w2 . %)(F,) 
since w,w~FjnA. Hence Ad w2 . /!I. Ad w? 1 F = Ad{ w3 v) ) F, where 
u = (Ad w2 * 0-l) d(n(p)) and w3 = Ad wZ . %(w:) satisfies 1) wg - I(1 < 6. 
ThenAd(w,*fl(w,*)).%lF=Ad(w,u)lF. With w4=w~w2%(w$)andu= 
N+N @NO uk, we have Adw,./?IF=Ad(w,u)JF=AduIF, where urzF and 
(1 w4 - I(( < 36. We infer that v*u E jsF’ n E and so there exists a unitary 
UE F’n E with I( U - u*u [I < 66’/*. Here we have projected u*u into F’n E, 
to get an invertible element x, by integrating over the unitary group in F. 
The unitary 17 is obtained by taking the polar decomposition of x. In E we 
have (Iu-uti(l<66 . ‘/2 Since v E F and ii E F’ n E, we have v,,~ = v, * vii and 
so for any k E Z, ( (8v,,)(k) I = I (8v,)(k)(9v,)(k) I 6 I (Yv,)(k) 1. By trace . . mvanance, v, = v,(,(~)). Given N, >O, S, >O we can choose n(p) large 
enough to yield ( (Fv,(,(~)) )(k)l<6,fork~E\{O), -N, <k<N,. Wecan 
make our choice of 6, 6,) and N, so that Lemma 3 applies to 1.4 and VU 
yielding /(9v,)(r) I < 4. 
COROLLARY. Let A and a0 be as in the theorem and suppose that p = 
0;” Ad o(k) is a product action on A. Then fi Q rq, is outer conjugate to a0 on 
A@A. 
ProoJ: We have /I @ a0 = 0;” Ad(u(k) 0 o(n(k))) and so I Pv,(~)~+(~)) ) 
= l~v”(/c, I I~vo(n(/c)) I G I ~U,(n(k)) (. Thus condition (*) is fulfilled for 
PQa,, and 0 @ a0 is outer conjugate to aO. As all aperiodic cyclic product 
actions are outer conjugate, this proves the corollary. 
Up to this point we have shown that an aperiodic cyclic product action 
absorbs any product action up to outer conjugacy. Our technique was to 
show that if u is a unitary in a matrix algebra M, and n(k) is in a large 
enough matrix algebra Mk, then the spectral distribution of u@ ci(k) looks 
very much like that of d(nk). This suggests that for approximately inner 
automorphisms a = lim Ad u,, one should apply this technique repeatedly. 
We use results of Voiculescu [S] to guarantee that the adjustments at one 
step do not interfere with those at the previous steps, and prove the follow- 
ing slight generalization of the Theorem C. 
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THEOREM 5. Let 9l be the universal UHF algebra and a0 = 
0;” Ad ci(n(k)) be any product action with the sequence {n(k)} unbounded. [f 
A is any UHF algebra and fi any automorphism of A, then P@a, is outer 
conjugate to a0 on A Q 2I N ‘QI. 
Proof. By [3, Theorem 51 a, is outer conjugate to a0 0 a0 on 
‘$I 0 2I N Cu. Any automorphism of a UHF C*-algebra satisfies the pseudo- 
orbit condition used in [5] (see the proof of [5, Lemma 3.11). But then 
Lemma 3.2 of Voiculescu [S] implies that PO a0 is an inductive limit 
automorphism of A 0 ‘?I ( N ‘?I). By [IS, Proposition 2.31 there is a unitary 
u E A 0% such tat Ad u(/?@ ao) is an inductive limit automorphism on 
A@% = U A,,, i.e., Ad ~(/?@a,): A,, --*A,. It is easy to see that the A, can 
be chosen full matrix algebras so that y s Ad u(p 0 ao) is a product action. 
We now use the remaining copy of a0 and apply Corollary 1 to conclude 
that y 0 a0 is outer conjugate to a0 on 2I @ %. This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 6. Let 2I be the universal UHF algebra and a E Aut(2I). The 
following are equivalent: 
(i) a is centrally stable. 
(ii) a satisfies the Rohlin property for some unbounded sequence. 
(iii) a is absorbing, i.e., for any automorphism /3 of 2I, a @ fl- a. 
Proof: The equivalence of (i) and (ii) has already been demonstrated in 
[3, Theorem 1,2]. We have shown in [3, Theorem I,23 that if a satisfies 
(i) or (ii), then a-a @ a0 where a0 is a model as in Theorem 4. But then 
/?@a-/3@a, @a-fl@a, (Theorem 5) -a0 (Theorem 5) -a, proving 
(iii). On the other hand, if r is absorbing, then in particular a-a @ a0 so 
that a satisfies (ii). 
EXAMPLE. Let A = @;“(M,)j. We construct an example of an outer 
product action on A which is not outer conjugate to a model a0 = 
0;” Ad(cl(n(k)) as in Theorem 4. Let pI, pz,..., be a listing of the primes and 
let uj E: (M,), be the unitary with matrix (exp(gi’J’/) y . For NE Z define 
w~EA, w,=u,@u,Q... 0 uN 0 1. Our automorphism p is given by 
/3(x) = lim, Ad wN(x). A simple calculation shows that 
(TV,,) = !l t (ev(fj + 1). 
Since 1 f(exp(2rci/pj) + 1) 1 = 1 cos(x/pj) 1 and C l/p; < cc we see that 
1 (Fv,,)( 1) 1 +O. To show that /? is outer is suffices to exhibit a central 
sequence on which fi is nontrivial. As C l/p, = co, we choose integers 
1 = k, < k, < . . . , such that I Ck+l~ l (l/p?) - $1 < l/n. Write y, = 
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(8 A)E (A4z)j and define the central sequence x, = 1 @nk+l-’ yj @ 1. It is 
easy to verify that (( fl(x,) -x, 11 + 2. 
If 53 is the universal UHF algebra, then by taking Paid@ with p as 
above we obtain an outer automorphism of ‘3 which is not centrally stable. 
Remark. It is implicit in our proof of Proposition B that norm closeness 
between two unitaries implies a close pairing between their spectral sub- 
spaces. It has been pointed out to us that this implication was proved by 
other means by Bhatia and Davis, A bound for spectral variation of a 
unitary operator, preprint, 1984. 
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